
Los Angeles, Calif. Since 2009

Summer ‘19 Collection

INSPIRATION

Vintage Americana
MOOD
On Vacation

COLOR
Sunburnt red, ocean blue, and 
hints of aloe combine with khaki, 
white, and black to create a palette 
of bold colors that simultaneously 
stand out and fit in.





Since 2009

INTRO

Summer 2019 offers an inspired, resort 
lineup of long-standing favorites with a 
modern twist. Nods to travel and vintage 
Americana beach style take shape with 
colors & prints, evoking a sense of nostalgia 
for decades past. Tropical prints — such 
as beach scenes, palm prints, and ditsy 
pineapple and mojito motifs — are injected 
throughout the collection. 

Shorter inseams, classic polos, and cuban 
collars tap into the 50s, while bright color 
blocking, vertical stripes, and geometric 
patterns reference the late 80s and early 
90s. The end result is a contemporary mix 
of classic getaway staples and retro charm.



LOOK 1 //

Pack the Rainforest Shirt confidently for that 
summer getaway: cotton seersucker ensures you’ll 
never need to iron it and the unique microprint 
will give you tropical vibes all day long. This fella 
pairs well with confidence, crisp kicks, and your 
favorite chino shorts.





LOOK 2 //

Whether worn peeking out from under 
an open button-down or as a topper on 
its own, the Short Sleeve Tee will stay 
close to your heart. Pair it with the Luna 
Short for a classic summer look.
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LOOK 3 //

Named after the Monstera Deliciosa, a flowering plant species native to 
tropical rainforests and recognized for the swiss cheese-like holes in its 
leaves, the Monstera Leaf Shirt features a repeating leaf pattern. 100% 
cotton lawn ensures a cool and casual weekend vibe.
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LOOK 4 //

Step into the Newcastle Linen Short for a world 
of summer ensemble possibilities. With the 
straightforward style of the Newcastle, you can 
choose your own adventure.
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LOOK 5 //

Olé goes tropical! Step into the ring with this pacific-themed ode to summer. Freshly detailed with a 
hand-drawn pineapple and floral microprint, the 100% cotton poplin Matador Shirt in our regular 
fit fit will give plenty of room to breathe.
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LOOK 6 //

Say “aloha” to a take on the Hawaiian shirt that pulls no punches. With premium 
shell-like buttons and original drawings of contrasting palm fronds, the Twin Palms 
Shirt makes a commanding impression.





LOOK 7 //

The handsome original artwork 
of the Oasis Shirt features 
palm fronds against either a 
sunburn or black background. 
It’s perfect for lying poolside, 
mixing drinks in your cabana, 
or strolling through town.





LOOK 8 //

Your casual weekend style just 
got an upgrade. The Harbor 
Linen Pant is the perfect lin-
en-cotton pant to put into 
your rotation right now. With 
a comfortable fit and tapered 
leg, this pairs handsomely with 
our Twin Palms Shirt.
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LOOK 1 //

S/S Rainforest Shirt in White / MSRP: $128
Newcastle Linen Short in Khaki / MSRP: $128

LOOK 2 //

S/S Tee in Navy / MSRP: $52
Luna Short in Khaki / MSRP: $128

LOOK 3 //

S/S Monstera Leaf Shirt in Black / MSRP: $118
Newcastle Linen Short in Coppertone / MSRP: $128

LOOK 4 //

S/S Monstera Leaf Shirt in White / MSRP: $118
Castaway Short in Black / MSRP: $118



LOOK 8 //

S/S Twin Palms Shirt in Ocean Blue / MSRP: $118
Harbor Linen Pant in Birch / MSRP: $148

LOOK 7 //

Coach Jacket in Black / MSRP: $188
S/S Oasis Shirt in Black / MSRP: $118
Luna Short in Ocean Blue / MSRP: $128

LOOK 5 //

S/S Matador Shirt in White / MSRP: $128
Harbor Linen Pant in Olive / MSRP: $148

LOOK 6 //

S/S Twin Palms Shirt in Black / MSRP: $118
Luna Short in Olive / MSRP: $128
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